
TCS harnesses the power of automation and 

cloud to accelerate digital transformations

with Microsoft Business Applications
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The strong support of Microsoft and the broad functionality of Dynamics 365 and the Power 

Platform—when blended with TCS industry domain experience—enables the TCS Microsoft 

Business Applications Practice to deliver great business agility to our customers around the globe.

New practice helps TCS achieve Microsoft 

Inner Circle in just a year

Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) is one of the world’s leading IT consulting 

practices. Employees in 40 global locations serve customers in more than 

25 industries with solutions and services ranging from cloud infrastructure 

and IoT, to blockchain and analytics, to cybersecurity and enterprise IT 

migrations. 

In 2019, TCS made a strategic decision and announced the establishment 

of a new Microsoft Business Unit to help enterprises leverage the power of 

AI, machine learning, and the cloud to pursue their growth and 

transformation agenda using Microsoft technologies.

Within the first year, TCS became part of the coveted 2020/2021 Microsoft 

Inner Circle, a designation reserved for the elite members of the Microsoft 

partner community. 

By the end of 2020, the TCS Microsoft Business Applications Practice was 

engaged in more than 110 enterprise transformation and consulting 

engagements around the world, using Microsoft Dynamics 365 and the 

Power Platform to create customer solutions. 

“Microsoft’s consistent growth in cloud business, its investments in 

Dynamics 365 and the Power Platform, and its commitment to customer 

success led TCS to form what is now a large Microsoft business unit that is 

helping us become one of the world’s largest partners for cloud business,” 

said Siva Ganesan, Global Head, Microsoft Business Unit, at TCS.

Due to the broad scope of its global practice, TCS uses all six of the 

Microsoft sales plays, with the specific business and industry influencing 

which sales play makes the most sense.

For example, if we are working with companies in telecommunications or 

utilities, we would probably use the Enable Always on Service sales play 

using Dynamics 365 Field Service or Dynamics 365 Remote Assist,”  stated 

Nilendu Pattanaik, Global head, Microsoft Business Applications practice at 

TCS.

Microsoft products 

Dynamics 365 Customer Service

Dynamics 365 Commerce

Dynamics 365 Customer Insights

Dynamics 365 Field Service

Dynamics 365 Finance

Dynamics 365 Human Resources

Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management

Power Apps

Industries

Communication and media 

Financial services

Energy and utilities

Retail and CPG

Manufacturing and high tech

Healthcare and life sciences

Public sector

Outcomes
Continued YoY growth for Biz Apps 

business

Microsoft Business Applications    

Inner Circle in 2020/2021

Countries

India (headquarters)

Global operations

Organization size

Large (443,000 employees)

Dynamics 365 partner since

2014

—Nilendu Pattanaik, Global Head, Microsoft Business Applications Practice, TCS



TCS has been a partner with Microsoft since 2011, initially working on Azure 

and other technologies like .NET, SQL, SharePoint Biztalk. The decision to 

create the new focused practice was taken after realizing the benefits that the 

Microsoft Business Applications technology could deliver to customers and 

how these solutions could be integrated into other Microsoft products such as 

Azure and Microsoft 365.

This led to rapid growth in the new business applications practice. In the 

fourth quarter of 2020, TCS recorded about an incredible growth in Microsoft 

Dynamics 365 and Power Apps solutions-based revenue in its top industry 

segments, which include banking and finance, high technology, 

communication & media, and manufacturing. 

That growth was a quite a substantial year-over-year increase from the same 

period in 2019. Currently a significantly larger portion of the company’s 

revenues from Microsoft-based projects involving Dynamics 365 and Power 

Platform.

Nilendu said Dynamics 365 and Power Platform helped TCS create new 

offerings and do better, more targeted industry specific customer campaigns. 

The team can deploy new business solutions faster than conventional business 

transformation programs on competitive cloud platforms and help customers 

implement more efficient business processes.

Microsoft Business Applications helped TCS address certain business 

operations in a holistic manner and produced repeatable processes to help 

generate even more business. 

TCS continued its strong growth in the Microsoft Business Applications 

practice even during the COVID-19 pandemic. TCS used its deep expertise and 

experience with the Microsoft cloud technologies to create new offerings to 

help businesses remotely manage divestitures and new acquisitions to get 

back to work as quickly as possible. Further, the TCS back to business offering 

created to enable enterprise applications to adapt quickly, launch startups, or 

even set up new businesses rapidly to scale up remotely within weeks. 

Achieving consistent, strong growth 

with Microsoft Business Applications

“Microsoft Business Applications 

is one of the three key focus 

areas and a growth pillar for the 

TCS Microsoft Business Unit and 

will continue to drive growth 

and customer success for TCS. 

We aspire to become a strategic 

adviser to our customers in their 

digital transformation journey 

leveraging the Microsoft cloud .”

—Sivaraman Ganesan

Global Head, 

Microsoft Business Unit, TCS

Synopsis: Gilbarco Veeder Root, a U.S. manufacturing company, 

was dependent on an outsourced, third-party data for 

management reporting and financial accounting, which had an 

adverse bearing on the productivity and efficiency. 

Results: TCS performed an accelerated rollout of Dynamics 365 

Business Central to streamline sales, purchase, inventory, and 

finance processes, resulting in greater visibility into finances. The 

rollout resulted in just two hours to final trial balance and closure 

instead of a full day in the past, along with better decision making 

with real-time insights into status metrics.

See more

https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/849861-gilbarco_tcs_dynamics365


Solutions built on Microsoft Business Applications are now a key growth pillar and are expected to continue 

driving growth and customer success for TCS. Over the next three years, TCS aims to achieve five-fold its revenue 

for their Microsoft Business Applications unit.

The partnership with Microsoft has helped TCS create and deliver solutions that can be replicated across many 

different businesses and industries, a model that will help continue to scale and grow the TCS Microsoft Business 

Applications practice. Nilendu said Microsoft’s consistent growth in the cloud business, its continued investments 

in Business Applications, and its commitment to customer success has helped drive TCS’s success. 

“The TCS Microsoft Business Applications practice has become fundamental to our overall one Microsoft cloud 

story, stitching the edge-to-cloud play as a true reality,” Nilendu said. “The Dynamics 365 and Power Platform 

technologies support the strategic direction and tactical execution capabilities for enterprise customers across the 

more than 25 industry and sub-industry segments that we serve. Our collaboration with Microsoft effectively 

translates the one Microsoft story for business objectives, worldwide.”

Success is leading to a goal of a robust business unit 

This case study is for informational purposes only. Microsoft makes no warranties, 

express or implied, in this summary. Document published December 2020.

Synopsis: Infineon Technologies wanted to transform its global sales processes to achieve more 

consistent revenue through innovations in mobility, energy efficiency, security, and IoT. 

Results: TCS deployed a state-of-the-art sales system in just 12 months using Dynamics 365 

Customer Engagement modules that paired with Power BI. The solution resulted in rapid user 

adoption and increased sales productivity raising the overall competitiveness.

See more 

Synopsis: : A leading U.S. gift-card payment company faced difficult challenges with a legacy CRM system 

that made it hard to serve its 500 global corporate customers. Applications were siloed, there was no 

clear visibility into customer activities, and there was a lack of transparency into business processes.

Results: TCS designed a standardized global sales and procurement process, which led to large 

transformation of front office consolidation and back office modernization. Built with Dynamics 365 

customer engagement modules, Dynamics 365 Finance, Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management, and 

the Power Platform, TCS delivered greater insights into customer activities, cost savings, and increased 

cross-sell and upsell opportunities to their customer. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vz_Ub3MEWB8&feature=youtu.be

